uting digital credentials to all voters, which Ms. Orman ignores entirely.
Even if one regards her Viewpoint as a guide to the many difficult scientific challenges that must be overcome before it's safe to proceed with online voting, the concluding paragraphs are completely pie-in-the-sky. She presumes that we could have secure smartphones with trusted hardware and software if only the government would subsidize them; as if well-resourced, technically savvy corporations such as Apple and Google were not already busting their butts to make their phones secure and failing in any case. And Ms. Orman suggests, in the very last paragraph, that secure TPM+TCB+PKI+(new-standardizedmarkup-language) could all happen within five years, by 2024, and be widespread by 2028. That claim is where the essential unreality of this whole scheme becomes clear. With so many intractable scientific problems unresolved-as they are even by Ms. Orman's own analysis-it is irresponsible to suggest pilot projects in elections for public office within such a short timeframe. The scientific community (the "9 out of 10 experts" she mentions) have published many articles and reports laying out the scientific basis for why online voting is inherently insecure (given any known or imminently foreseeable technology). 1-7 Yet Ms. Orman does not cite any of these scientific papers among the bibliographic citations in the References section of her column. Given that Communication's Viewpoint format does not permit an extensive bibliography, she did not have room to cite all of references listed here, 1-7 but in a response to the scientific community it would have been appropriate to cite (and explicitly respond to the science in) at least some of them.
There are gaping technical holes at the core of Ms. Orman's proposal. She proposes to rely on Trusted Platform Modules (TPM) to secure the end-user devices; but TPM cannot possibly do that within any foreseeable future, for two reasons. First, TPM replaces your trust in the device with your trust in the holder of the signing key. Intel or Google or Samsung or Apple holds the signing key of your device; shall we let them choose who wins our elections? And even if we did-TPM has been around for 20 years and we still keep finding security holes in it; it's simply not trustworthy. I won't even begin to explain why Blockchain doesn't solve online voting, since that is so well explained in the scientific literature. 1,2 So too is the immensely thorny problem of distrib-
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Author's Response:
No research proves that online voting a priori defies security principles. The growing set of innovative tools and techniques for software verification, trustworthy identity credentials, and publicly verified computation argues the contrary. As in all practical solutions, there will be a trade-off between cost and security.
My perspective is that the balance point is rapidly shifting, and security researchers and professionals need to produce, critique, analyze, and verify high-assurance voting systems. The volatility surrounding these issues should not deter progress.
Hilarie Orman, Woodland Hills, UT, USA
Editor-in-Chief's response:
In an era of active election interference by foreign powers in the U.S. and many other countries, the importance of careful design, vetting, and validation of online voting systems can't be overstated. At the same time, U.S. voter participation in national elections (the presidential elections every four years) has been mired in the 50%-60% range for past 50 years, so the need for technology that could increase participation in democracy are also desirable! This is an important issue where the experts of the ACM have contributed greatly to understanding and public policy, and there is much more to be done. Andrew A. Chien, Editor-in-Chief 
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